
 
 
 
 
 

                            
January 4, 2011 

 
 

James M. D’Andrea, Esq. 
TransCanada Services USA Inc. 
532 Broadhollow Road, Suite 
139 
Melville, NY  11747 
 
Phone     (508) 667-3282 
Fax         (631) 501-5250 
Email      
jim_dandrea@transcanada.com 
 
 

 
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
 
P. Donald Raymond 
New York State Reliability Council 
Executive Secretary 
p.raymond40@gmail.com 
 
RE:  TC Ravenswood, LLC Comments on Proposed Change to PRR No. 106 G-M1 and G-M3: 
Blackstart Measurement 
 
Dear Mr. Raymond: 
 
TC Ravenswood, LLC (“Ravenswood”) is providing these comments in response to the possible current 
interpretation of G-M1 and G-M3 as well as the pending proposed rule change.  Ravenswood thinks the 
Blackstart testing requirements that currently exist and as proposed to be revised by the New York State 
Reliability Council (“NYSRC”) are potentially too rigid and do not align with the operational 
characteristics of large steam facilities.   
 

 Ravenswood does not think G-M1 and G-M3 as they exist or as proposed to be changed prohibit 
Blackstart testing from being conducted in the Summer Capability Period nor should they. 

 With respect to transmission owner System Restoration Plans (“SRPs”), Ravenswood does not 
think a complete start-up test in Blackstart mode (“Full Test”) of every large steam Blackstart 
facility every Capability Year is necessary.  A Full Test should only be required for one such 
Blackstart facility per site per Capability Year for the transmission owner SRP. 

 
Having the entire Capability Year to perform a Full Test and reducing the frequency of Full Tests will 
better align with the operational characteristics of large steam facilities. 
 
SUMMER CAPABILITY PERIOD TESTING 
 
The current NYSRC rules PRR No. 106 G-M1 and G-M3 state that Blackstart tests shall be conducted for 
each Capability Year.  The proposed change also refers to the test being conducted for each Capability 
Year.  It then states the tests should be conducted in accordance with NYISO procedures but they do not 
require the NYISO procedures to restrict testing to the Winter Capability Period.  Accordingly, PRR No. 
106 as currently written and as proposed to be revised would permit Blackstart Providers to test in any 
month during the Capability Year. 
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However, the proposed revision could be misinterpreted because under the section “Rationale for 
proposed rule change” there is a statement that says “[b]y limiting the extension to one month, the 
proposed rule makes it clear that testing during the critical summer months is not allowed.”  First, this 
language is not part of the rule and should carry no weight because it conflicts with the clear language of 
the existing and proposed rule.  Moreover, there is no definition of what the critical summer months are.  
The Summer Capability Period includes six months and it is not clear which ones are critical.  
Accordingly, the NYSRC should either make it clear that testing may be conducted in any month of a 
Capability Year as long as the NYISO procedures allow it, or make it clear in PRR No. 106 what months 
Blackstart testing is prohibited. 
 
Providing a longer period to perform tests makes sense in light of the challenges to schedule numerous 
tests of various items that have to align with generator and transmission system operations.  Having the 
entire Capability Period available to perform the Full Test provides necessary flexibility that enhances the 
probability of completing such a test within the Capability Year.  The Winter Capability period is 
traditionally when outages are taken and as such a portion of that time is often not available for a Full 
Test.  Moreover, certain periods during the Summer Capability Period are no more demanding than the 
Winter Capability Period and accordingly allowing tests during this period with due consideration for 
reliability is no more of an issue than any other period.  Full Tests should be allowed at any time during 
the Capability Year when system and operational conditions allow.  No period should be off limits simply 
based on the turn of a calendar page.  Allowing a Blackstart test to occur on November 1 but not allowing 
it to occur on October 31 is arbitrary and does not make any sense. 
 
TESTING EVERY CAPABILITY YEAR 
 
Ravenswood understands that the Blackstart Providers on Long Island do not conduct a Full Test on 
every facility every Capability Year.  Ravenswood thinks a Full Test should only be conducted on one 
unit per site per Capability Year.  The critical facilities associated with providing Blackstart services (i.e., 
batteries, diesel back-up generators, inverters, etc.) would continue to be monitored and tested more 
frequently and in accordance with good utility practice.  Employee training would also be conducted 
every Capability Year.  However, a Full Test of only one facility per site would occur each Capability 
Year.  Ravenswood is not disputing the benefits of conducting a Full Test; it is questioning the need to 
conduct Full Tests, on multiple units at the same site every Capability Year. 
 
As noted earlier, having the entire Capability Year to perform a Full Test and reducing the frequency of 
Full Tests will better align with the operational characteristics of large steam facilities.  If any issues 
related to Blackstart testing that arise in the context of the New York Independent System Operator 
(“NYISO”) Services Tariff also need to be addressed they will be discussed directly with the NYISO. 
. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

 
     /s/ 
     James M. D’Andrea, Esq. 
     Attorney for 
     TC Ravenswood, LLC 

 
cc: Roger Clayton roger.clayton@electricpowerresources.com 


